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CANONICAL TORSOR BUNDLE OF PRESCRIBED RATIONAL

FUNCTIONS ON COMPLEX CURVES

A. ZUEVSKY

Abstract. Prescribed rational functions constitute a subset of rational functions

satisfying certain symmetry and analyticity conditions. We define and construct
explicitly prescribed rational functions-valued bundle WM over a smooth complex

curve M . An intrinsic coordinate-independent formulation for such bundle is

is given. The construction presented in this paper is useful for studies of the
canonical cosimplicial cohomology of infinite-dimensional Lie algebras on smooth

manifolds, as well as for purposed of conformal field theory, deformation theory,

and the theory of foliations.

AMS Classification: 53C12, 57R20, 17B69

1. Introduction

For purposes of continuous cohomology theory computation on complex mani-
folds [Fei, Wag] and their foliations [BS, Lo], it is important to be able to define and
construct objects such as bundles on auxiliary manifolds [BS, PT, Wag]. One eager
to introduce such bundles so that their sections would be canonical, i.e., defined over
abstract disks independent of the choice of local coorinates over marked points on a
complex manifold. In order to do this, one needs a precise description of transfor-
mation properties of sections under changes of coordinates. The construction of such
bundles on a smooth complex curve M grounds on the notion of prescribed ratio-
nal functions. Namely, functions with specified analytic behavior, expressed through
matrix elements defined for infinite-dimensional Lie algebras, and satisfying certain
symmetry properties.

The purpose of this paper is to construct, in an intrinsic coordinate-independent
way, a canonical fiber bundle of rational functions with defined analytical properties
(described in section 3) which we call prescribed rational functions. The construction
involves torsors and twists of an infinite-dimensional Lie algebra G by the group of
automorphisms of local coordinates indepdenent transformations of non-intersecting
domains of a number of points on a smooth complex curve. Prescribed rational
functions are obtained via non-degenerate bilinear forms on the algebraic completion
of the space of G-valued formal series. One of the essential ideas of this paper is to
use the language of prescribed rational functions from the very beginning avoiding

Key words and phrases. Rational functions with prescribed properties, fiber bundles, complex

manifolds.
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2 A. ZUEVSKY

non-commutative ingredients as much as possible. Thus, analytical properties and
convergence of such rational functions are assumed.

The idea of studies of certain bundles cohomology on a smooth manifold M and
making connection to a cohomology of M has first appeared in [BS]. Let V ectpMq be
the Lie algebra of vector fields on M . Bott and Segal proved that the Gelfand-Fuks
cohomology H˚pV ectpMqq [Fuks] is isomorphic to the singular cohomology H˚pEq of
the space E of continuous cross sections of a certain fiber bundle E over M . Authors
of [PT, Sm] continued to use advanced topological methods of [BS] for more general
cosimplicial spaces of maps.

Let us introduce the general notations used in this paper. We denote by boldface
vectors of elements, e.g., an “ pa1, . . . , anq, and the same for all types of objects
used in the text. We also express as pajqn the j-th component of an. The prime 1

denotes the ordinary derivative. Let M be a smooth complex curve, G be an infinite-
dimensional Lie algebra, Gzn be the graded (with respect to a grading operator KG)
algebraic completion of the space of formal series individually in each of zn-variables.
We denote xn “ pgn, zn dznq for gn of the n-th power Gn “ Gn of G-module G, and
G˚zn

be the dual to Gzn
with respect to non-degenerate bilinear form p., .q. In case

when formal variables zn are associated to n points pn on M , we denote Gzn by Gpn ,
and when zn are substituted by local coordinates tpn in vicinities of pn, we replace

Gzn by Gtpn
. For fixed θ P G˚pn

, and varying xn P Gzn we consider a vector F pxnq
of matrix elements of the form

F pxnq “ pθ, fpxnqq P Cppzqq, (1.1)

where F pxnq depends implicitly on gn P Gn. We may view the vector F pxnq of
prescribed rational functions as a section of a fiber bundle over a collection of non-
intersecting punctured discs Dˆ

xn
“ Specxn

Cppzjqnq, 1 ď j ď n, with an End pGzn
q-

valued fiber fpxnq P Gzn .
In this paper we explain how to construct the bundle mentioned above in the

case when the space of prescribed rational functions carries an action of the group

Autn Op1q
n of local coordinates changes in vicinities of n points on M . This means

that the action of the group Autn Op1q
n “ Aut1 Op1q1 ˆ . . . ˆ Autn Op1qn comes

about by exponentiation of the action of corresponding Lie algebras
´

Der0,j Op1q
j

¯

n
,

a ď j ď n, via the action on Gpn
. The construction of Aut Op1q was a part of the

formal geometry developed in [GK, GKF, BR] as a method of applying representation
theory of infinite-dimensional Lie algebras to finite-dimensional geometry. The action
of Aut Op1q was also considered in [H2]. A vector F pxnq of matrix elements of F pxnq
gives rise to a section Fppnq of the intrinsic bundle WM |Dˆpn

with End pGpn
q-valued

fibers.
The representation in term of formal series in tpn allows us to find the precise

transformation formula for all elements of Gpn
under the action of Autn Op1q

n . We

then use this formula to give an intrinsic geometric meaning to sections Fppnq of the
fiber bundle in coordinate-free formulation. Namely, we attach to each G, satisfying
certain properties (c.f. definition 13 of an admissible Lie algebra) a fiber bundle WM

on an arbitrary smooth complex curve M . Such geometric realization of Fppnq allows
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us to provide a global geometric meaning to the space of prescribed rational functions
F pxnq on arbitrary curves. Finally, we prove that the bundle WM we constructed

is canonical, i.e., its sections do not depend on a change tpn ÞÑ
rtpn of coordinates

around points pn on M .

2. Rational functions and differentials on abstract discs

In this section we describe (partially following [BZF]) the setup needed for formu-
lation of further results. Let p be a point on a smooth complex curve M , and tp be
a local coordinate in a vicinity of p. We replace the field of Laurent series Cpptpqq by
any complete topological algebra non-canonically isomorphic to Cpptpqq.

2.1. Abstract discs. We may consider the scheme underlying the C-algebra Crrtpss.
Viewing Crrtpss as the ring of complex-valued functions on the affine scheme Dtp “

Spec Crrtpss, we call this scheme the standard disc Dtp . As a topological space, Dp

can be described by the origin (corresponding to the maximal ideal tp Crrtpss) and the
generic point (the zero ideal). A morphism from D to an affine scheme Z “ Spec R,
where R is a C-algebra, is a homomorphism of algebras RÑ Crrtpss. If M is a curve,
such a homomorphism may be constructed by realizing Crrtpss as a completion of R.
Geometrically, this is an identification of the disc Dp with the formal neighborhood
of a point on the curve M .

Definition 1. An abstract disc is the affine scheme Spec R, where R is a C-algebra
isomorphic to Crrtpss. FOr the standard disc, the maximal ideal tpCrrtpss has a
preferred generator tp.

For the abstract disk, there is no preferred generator in the maximal ideal of R,
and no preferred coordinate on an abstract disc. Denote by Op the completion of the
local ring of M . Then Op is non-canonically isomorphic to O “ Crrtpss. To specify
such an isomorphism, or equivalently, an isomorphism between Dp “ Spec Op, and
Dtp “ Spec Crrtpss, we need to choose a formal coordinate tp at p P M , i.e., a
topological generator of the maximal ideal mp of Op. In general there is no preferred
formal coordinate at p PM , and Dp is an abstract disc.

2.2. Rational functions attached to discs. Now we would like to attach rational
functions to the standardDtp “ Spec Crrtpss and to any abstract discsDp, where p is a
point on M . We denote by Kx the field of fractions of the ring of integers Z is the ratio-
nal field Q, and the field of fractions of the polynomial ring Krtpns over a field K is the

field of rational functions Kptpnq “
 

pR1ptpnqq{pR2ptpnqq : R1, R2 P Krtpns, g ‰ 0
(

.
The field of fractions of an integral domain D is the smallest field containing D, since
it is obtained from D by adding the least needed to make D a field, namely the possi-
bility of dividing by any non-zero element. If we choose a coordinate tp on Dp, then
we obtain isomorphisms Op “ Crrtpss and Kp “ Cpptpqq. We denote by Dp (resp.,

Dˆp ) the disc (resp., the punctured disc) at p, defined as Spec Op1qp (resp., Spec Kp).
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2.3. Differentials. In this subsection we recall basic definitions concerning differen-
tials [Sch].

Definition 2. Let k be a rational number. A k-differential on a smooth curve is by
definition a section of the k-th tensor power of the canonical line bundle Ω.

Choosing a local coordinate tp we may trivialize Ωbk by the non-vanishing section
pdtpq

bk. Any section of Ωbk may then be written as fptpqpdtpq
bk. If we choose

another coordinate rtp “ ρptpq, then the same section will be written as gprtpqpdrtpq
bk,

where

fptpq “ gpρptpqqpρ
1ptpqq

bk.

Now let us suppose that we have a section of Ωbk whose representation by a function
does not depend on the choice of local coordinate, i.e., gprtpq “ fprtpq, and fptpq “
fpρptpqqpρ

1ptpqq
bk for any change of variable ρptpq. When we consider sections of Ωbk

with values in a vector space that itself transforms non-trivially under changes of
coordinates, canonical sections may exist.

Definition 3. We call fptpqpdtpq
bk the canonical k-differential.

Let us denote by Ωp the space of differentials on Dˆp . In [BZF] we find the following
lemma which we apply to Gtp :

Lemma 1. Given a linear map ρ : Kp Ñ End
`

Gtp
˘

, such that for any α P Gtp we

have ρpmpq
l ¨ α “ 0, for large enough l, where mp is the maximal ideal of Op at p.

Then ωp “
ř

nPZ
ρptnp q t

´n´1
p dtp, is a canonical End

`

Gtp
˘

-valued differential on Dˆtp

i.e., it is independent of the choice of coordinate tp.

3. Rational functions with prescribed analytic behavior

In this section the space of prescribed rational functions is defined as rational
functions with certain analytical and symmetric properties [H2, H1]. Such rational
functions depend implicitly on an infinite number of non-commutative parameters.

3.1. Rational functions originating from matrix elements.

Definition 4. Let M be a complex manifold. Denote by pn be a set of n points on M .
We denote by Un a set of domains such that pn P Un. Let zn be n complex coordinates
in Un around origines pn. In this paper we consider meromorphic functions of several
complex variables defined on sets of open domains of M with local coordinates zn
which are extendable to rational functions on larger domains on M . We denote such
extensions by Rpfpznqq.

Definition 5. Denote by FnC the configuration space of n ě 1 ordered coordinates
in Cn, FnC “ tzn P Cn | zi ‰ zj , i ‰ ju.

In order to work with objects having coordinate invariant formulation, for a set of
Gn-elements gn we consider converging rational functions fpxnq P Gzn of zn P FnC.
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Definition 6. For an arbitrary fixed θ P G˚pn
, we call a map linear in gn and zn,

F : xn ÞÑ Rpθ, fpxnqq, (3.1)

a rational function in zn with the only possible poles at zi “ zj , i ‰ j. Abusing
notations, we denote

F pxnq “ R pθ, fpxnqq .

Definition 7. We define left action of the permutation group Sn on F pznq by

σpF qpxnq “ F
`

gn, zσpiq dzσpiq
˘

.

3.2. Conditions on rational functions. Let zn P FnC. Denote by TG the transla-
tion operator [H2]. We define now extra conditions on rational functions leading to
the definition of restricted rational functions.

Definition 8. Denote by pTGqi the operator acting on the i-th entry. We then define
the action of partial derivatives on an element F pxnq

BziF pxnq “ F ppTGqi xnq,
ÿ

iě1

BziF pxnq “ TGF pxnq, (3.2)

and call it TG-derivative property.

Definition 9. For z P C, let

ezTGF pxnq “ F pgn, pzn ` zq dznq. (3.3)

Let InsipAq denotes the operator of multiplication by A P C at the i-th position. Then
we define

F pgn, Insipzq zn dznq “ F
`

Insipe
zTGq xn

˘

, (3.4)

are equel as power series expansions in z, in particular, absolutely convergent on the
open disk |z| ă mini‰jt|zi ´ zj |u.

Definition 10. A rational function has KG-property if for z P Cˆ satisfies pz znq P
FnC,

zKGF pxnq “ F
`

zKGgn, z zn dzn
˘

. (3.5)

3.3. Rational functions with prescribed analytical behavior. In this subsec-
tion we give the definition of rational functions with prescribed analytical behavior
on a domain of complex manifold M of dimension n. We denote by Pk : G Ñ Gpkq,
k P C, the projection of G on Gpkq. For each element gi P G, and xi “ pgi, zq, z P C
let us associate a formal series Wgipzq “W pxiq “

ř

kPC
gi z

k dz, i P Z. Following [H1],

we formulate

Definition 11. We assume that there exist positive integers βpgl1,i, gl”,jq depending
only on gl1,i, gl2,j P G for i, j “ 1, . . . , pl ` kqn, k ě 0, i ‰ j, 1 ď l1, l2 ď n. Let ln
be a partition of pl ` kqn “

ř

iě1

li, and ki “ l1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` li´1. For ζi P C, define hi “

F pWgki`li
pzki`li´ζiqq, for i “ 1, . . . , n. We then call a rational function F satisfying

properties (3.2)–(3.5), a rational function with prescribed analytical behavior, if under
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the following conditions on domains, |zki`p ´ ζi| ` |zkj`q ´ ζj | ă |ζi ´ ζj |, for i, j “
1, . . . , k, i ‰ j, and for p “ 1, . . . , li, q “ 1, . . . , lj , the function

ř

rnPZn

F pPrihi; pζqlq, is

absolutely convergent to an analytically extension in zl`k, independently of complex
parameters pζql, with the only possible poles on the diagonal of zl`k of order less than
or equal to βpgl1,i, gl2,jq. In addition to that, for gl`k P G, the series

ř

qPC F pWpgk,

PqpWpgl`k, zkq, zk`lqq, is absolutely convergent when zi ‰ zj , i ‰ j |zi| ą |zs| ą 0,
for i “ 1, . . . , k and s “ k ` 1, . . . , l ` k and the sum can be analytically extended to
a rational function in zl`k with the only possible poles at zi “ zj of orders less than
or equal to βpgl1,i, gl2,jq.

For m P N and 1 ď p ď m´1, let Jm;p be the set of elements of Sm which preserve
the order of the first p numbers and the order of the last m´ p numbers, that is,

Jm,p “ tσ P Sm | σp1q ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă σppq, σpp` 1q ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă σpmqu.

Let J´1
m;p “ tσ | σ P Jm;pu. In addition to that, for some rational functions require

the property:
ÿ

σPJ´1
n;p

p´1q|σ|σpF pgσpiq, znqq “ 0. (3.6)

Let us also introduce the following vector containing rational functions with properties
described above.

F pxnq “
“

F
`

gn, zn dzipnq
˘‰

. (3.7)

where ipjq, j “ 1, . . . , n, are cycling permutations of p1, . . . , nq starting with j.
Finally, we formulate

Definition 12. We define the space Θ pn, k,Gzn
, Uq of prescribed rational functions

as a space of vectors Fnpxnq of the form (3.7) of complex n-variable restricted rational
functions with prescribed analytical behavior on a FnC-domain U ĂM , and satisfying
TG- and KG-properties (3.2)–(3.5), definition (11), and (3.6).

4. The bundle WM of prescribed rational functions

In this section we provide the construction of prescribed rational function bundle
on M .

4.1. Admissible Lie algebras. Let us assume that for an infinite-dimensional Lie
algebra G, the grading of Gtp is bounded from below by some subspace index κ “P C,
i.e., Gtp “ ‘iěRepκqGtp,i, with finite dimensional dimGtp,i ă 8 grading subspaces

Gtp,i. Then we have a filtration Gtpj ,ďm “
m
À

iěRepκq

Gtpj ,i, of Gtpj by finite-dimensional

Autpj Op1qj -submodules, 1 ď j ď n. In addition to that, we assume that: G carries

an action of Dern Op1q
n ; the element

`

´Btp

˘

acts as the translation operator on Gtp
semi-simply with integral eigenvalues; the Lie subalgebra pDer`qn Op1q

n acts locally
nilpotently; and the operator

`

´tp Btp
˘

provides a C-grading. Finally, we assume also

that the action of the Lie algebras Dern Op1q
n on Gtpn

can be exponentiated to an

action of the group Autn Op1q
n .
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Definition 13. We call G subject to the assumptions of this subsection an admissible
Lie algebra.

4.2. Torsors and twists under groups of automorphisms. We now explain how
to collect elements of the space Θ pn, k,Gzn

, Uq of prescribed rational functions into
an intrinsic object on a collection of abstract discs. We consider a configuration
of n-points pn on a complex curve M lying in non-intersecting local disks, and we
assume that at each point of pn a coordinate changes independently of changing of
coordinates on other disks. Therefore, the general element of the group of independent

automorphisms of coordinates of n points on M Autn Op1q
pn

has the form tpn
ÞÑ

`

ρjptpj q
˘

n
, 1 ď j ď n. We recall here the notion of a torsor we use to prove the

independence of the choice of coordinates for prescribed rational functions.

Definition 14. Let G be a group, and X a non-empty set. Then X is called a G-

torsor if it is equipped with a simply transitive right action of G, i.e., given ξ, rξ P X,

there exists a unique h P G such that ξ ¨ h “ rξ, where for h, rh P G the right action is

given by ξ ¨ ph ¨ rhq “ pξ ¨ hq ¨ rh. The choice of any ξ P X allows us to identify X with
G by sending ξ ¨ h to h.

Applying the definition of a group twist to the group Aut Op1q and its module Gz
we obtain

Definition 15. Given a Aut Op1q-module Gz and a Aut Op1q-torsor X, one defines
the X-twist of Gz as the set

VX “ Gz
ˆ

Aut Op1qX “ Gz ˆX{ tpg, a ¨ ξq „ pag, ξqu .

for ξ P X, a P Aut Op1q, and g P Gz.

Given ξ P X, we may identify Gz with VX , by g ÞÑ pξ, gq. This identification
depends on the choice of ξ. Since Aut Op1q acts on Gz by linear operators, the vector
space structure induced by the above identification does not depend on the choice of
ξ, and VX is canonically a vector space. If one thinks of X as a principal Aut Op1q-
bundle over a point, then VX is simply the associated vector bundle corresponding to
Gz. Any structure on Gz (such as a bilinear form or multiplicative structure) that is
preserved by Aut Op1q will be inherited by VX .

Now we wish to attach to any disc a certain twist Vtp of Gtp , so that Gtp is attached
to the standard disc, and for any coordinate tp on Dp we have an isomorphism

itp,p : Gtp ĂÑ Vtp . (4.1)

We then associate to elements of Gtp sections of some bundles on Dˆtp . The system of
isomorphisms itp,p should satisfy certain compatibility condition. Namely, if tp and
rtp are two coordinates on Dp such that rtp “ ρptpq, then we obtain an automorphism

pi´1
rtp,p

˝ itp,pq of Gtp . The condition is that the assignment ρpzq ÞÑ i´1
rtp,p

˝ itp,p, defines

a representation on Gtp of the group Aut Op1q of changes of coordinates. If this
condition is satisfied, then Vtp is canonically identified with the twist of Gtp by the

Aut Op1q-torsor of formal coordinates at p.
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In the next subsection we will show, given the space Θ pn, k,Gzn , Uq of prescribed
rational functions associated to an admissible Lie algebra, one can attach to it a vector
bundle WM on any smooth curve M . I.e., the elements of Θ pn, k,Gzn

, Uq give rise
to a collection of coordinate-independent sections Fppnq of the dual bundle W˚

M in
the neighborhoods of a collection of points pn PM .

The construction is based on the principal bundle for the group Autn Op1q
n , which

naturally exists on an arbitrary smooth curve and on any collection Dpn of non-
intersecting discs. We denote by Autpn

the set of all coordinates tpn
on disks Dpn

,
centered at points pn. It comes equipped with a natural right action of the group of

automorphisms Autn Op1q
n . If tpi P Autpi , and ρpziq P Auti Op1qi , then ρiptpiq P Autpi .

Furthermore, as it was shown in [BZF] that pρi ˚ µiqptpiq “ µipρiptpiqq, for 1 ď i ď n,

it defines a right simply transitive action of Auti Op1qi on Autpi . Next we ave

Lemma 2. The group Autn Op1q
n acts naturally on Autpn

, and is a Autn Op1q
n -

torsor.

Thus, we can define the following twist.

Definition 16. We can introduce the Autn Op1q
n -twist of Gpn

Vpn “ Gpn

ˆ

Autn Op1q
n

Autpn .

The original definition similar to (16) was given in [BD, Wi]. For each set of formal
coordinates tpn at pn, and gn P Gn, any element of the twist Vpn may be written
uniquely as a pair pgn, tpn

q.

4.3. Definition of prescribed rational functions bundle. Now let us formulate
the definition of fiber bundle associated through vectors of elements F pxnq with xn “
pgn, tpnq to the space Θ

`

n, k,Gtpn
Dtpn

˘

of prescribed rational functions on any set
of standard disks Dtpn

around points pn with local coordinates tpn . For that purpose

we involve the notion of a principal bundle for the group Autpn Op1q
n which naturally

exists on an arbitrary smooth curve and on any disc.
For the fiber space provided by vectors of elements fpxnq P Gtpn

, using the property
of prescribed rational functions we form a principal Autn On-bundle, which is a fiber
bundle WM |Dtpn

defined by trivializations

itpn
: F pxnq “ rpθ, fpxnqqs Ñ Dtpn

,

together with a continuous right action

F pxnq ˆAutn Op1q
n Ñ F pxnq,

such that Autn Op1q
n preserves F pxnq, i.e., ζ, ζ.a are sections of WM |Dtpn

for all

a P Autn Op1q
n , and acts freely and transitively, i.e., the map a ÞÑ ζ.a is a homeomor-

phism. Thus, we have [BZF]

Lemma 3. For 1 ď i ď n, the projection Autpn
Ñ M is a principal Autpn

On-

bundle. The fiber of this bundle at points pn is the Autn Op1q
n -torsor Autpn .
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As we observed above, we have a representation of the product of the group of

autormorphisms Autn Op1q
n on Gtpn

. Then we obtain

Definition 17. Let pAutM qn be the set of n-tuples of local coordinates Autpn
all

over the complex curve M . Given a finite-dimensional Autn Op1q
n -module Gi,pn

, let

WM |Dtpn
“ Gi,tpn

ˆ

Autn Op1q
n

pAutM qn,

be the fiber bundle associated to Gi,tpn
and pAutM qn. Thus, WM |Dtpn

is a bundle

of finite rank over M |Dtpn
whose fiber at a collection of points pn PM is the vector

rfpxnqs.

In a vicinity of every point of pn on M we can choose disks Dpn such that the
bundle WM over Dpn is Dpn ˆ Fpxnq, where Fpxnq is a section of WM . The fiber
bundle WM with fiber rfppnqs is a map WM : Cn Ñ M where Cn is the total space
of WM and M is its base space. For every set of points pn PM with local disks Dtpn

i´1
tpn

is homeomorphic to Dtpn
ˆCn. Namely, we have for rfppnqs : i´1

tpn
Ñ Dtpn

ˆCn,

that P ˝ rfppnqs “ itpn
|i´1

tpn

`

Dtpn
q
˘

, where P is the projection map on Dtpn
. Now

we are able to formulate the definition of a prescribed rational functions bundle over
a complex curve M .

Definition 18. For an Autn Op1q
n -module Gtpn

which has a filtration by finite-
dimensional submodules Gtpn,i

, i ě 0, we consider the directed inductive limit WM

of a system of finite rank bundles Wi
M on M defined by embeddings Wi

M ÑWj
M , for

i ď j, i.e., WM it as a fiber bundle of infinite rank over M . Similarly, the dual bundle
W˚
M is inverse system of bundles pWi

M q
˚, i ě 0, and surjections pWj

M q
˚ Ñ pWi

M q
˚,

for i ď j, a projective limit of bundles of finite rank.

In the next subsection we will identify sections Fppnq of WM |Dˆpn
with an operation

which takes vector of elements of F pxnq P Θ
´

n, k,Gxn
, Dˆtpn

¯

, and assigns to it a

dual element.

4.4. Explicit construction of canonical intrinsic setup for WM . In order to
be able to define a section Fppnq defined on abstract disks Dˆpn

in the coordinate

independent description of the bundle WM , we have to associate in some way Fppnq
to F pxnq. Now let us give

Definition 19. For each triple pn, gn P Gn, and fixed θ P G˚pn
, we define a intrinsic

Cn-valued meromorphic section Fppnq of the bundle W˚
Dpn

on the punctured discs

Dˆ
pn

by an operation

pθ, gn, pnq ÞÑ
`

θ,Fipn

˘

, (4.2)

assigning to a vector Fppnq of WDpn
an element of Kpn

(i.e., functions on Dˆ
pn

),
defined by the W˚

Dpn
-fiber Fitpn

P Gpn
.

We now formulate the main statement of this paper which is contained in the
following proposition for prescribed rational functions bundle WM .
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Proposition 1. A Cn-valued canonical (i.e., independent of the choice of coordinates
tpn on Dˆ

pn
) section Fppnq of the bundle W˚

M |Dˆpn
on of the Gpn-valued fibers Fitpn

defined by (4.1) on Dˆ
pn

dual to WM |Dˆpn
is given by the formula

Fppnq “
”´

yn,Fitpn
phnqq

¯ı

“ rpθ, fpxnqqs “ F pxnq, (4.3)

for yn “ pθ, tpn
q, fpxnq P Gtpn

, where tpn
are coordinates on Dˆ

pn
, and hn P Gn.

Proof. Now let us proceed with the explicit construction of Fipn
. By choosing coor-

dinates tpn
on a collection of discs Dˆ

pn
, we obtain a trivialization

itpn
: F pGrrtpn

ssq
r

Ñ
Γ
´

WM |Dˆtpn

¯

,

of the bundle WDˆpn
which we call the tpn

-trivialization. We also obtain trivializations

of the fiber Gpn

r

Ñ
γ
´

WM |Dˆtpn

¯

, and its dual G˚pn

r

Ñ
γ
´

W˚
M |Dˆtpn

¯

. Let us denote

by pgn, tpn
q the image of gn P Gn in WM |Dˆtpn

and by pθ, tpn
q the image of θ P G˚pn

in W˚
M |Dˆtpn

under tpn -trivialization. In order to define the required section Fppnq
with respect to these trivializations through its matrix elements we need to attach
an element of pCptpnqqn to each triple pgn, tpn

q PWM |Dˆtpn
, pθ, tpnq PW˚

M |Dˆtpn
, and

a section itpn
phnq of W|Dˆtpn

for hn P F
`

Gtpn

˘

. The operation we define above is

Cn-linear in gn, and θ P G˚pn
and Crrptpiqnss-linear in F pxnq. It is sufficient to assign

a function to the triples xn, θ P Gpn , hn P Gn in the tpn -trivialization. Thus, we

identify a Cn-valued section rFppnq of W˚

Dˆpn

, with the section F pxnq of WDˆpn
by

means of formula (4.3).

Let rtpn
“
`

ρjptpj
q
˘

n
be another coordinate. Then, using the above arguments, we

construct analogously a section rFppnq by the formula

rFppnq “
”´

ryn, rFi
rtpn
prhq

¯ı

“

”´

rθ, fprxnq
¯ı

“ F prxnq,

for ryn “ prθ,rtpn
q. Since

´

i´1
rtpn

˝ itpn

¯

is an automorphism of Gpn
, we represent a

change of variables rtpj “ ρjpzjq in terms of composition of trivializations

ρjpzjq ÞÑ i´1
rtj,p
˝ itj,p , (4.4)

and, therefore, relate Fi
rtpn
prhnq with Fitpn

phnq. Since (4.4) defines a representa-

tion on G of the group Autj Op1qj of changes of coordinates, then then Gpn
is

canonically identified with the twist of G by the Autn Op1q
n -torsor of formal co-

ordinate at pj . Using definitions 14 one sees that prescribed rational functions

of the space Θ
`

n, k,Gtpn
, U

˘

can be treated as Autn Op1q
n -torsor of the product

of groups of a coordinate transformation, namely, that xn “
´

Rpρnq
´1.pgnq,rtpn

¯

,

yn “
´

θ.Rpρnq,rtpn

¯

. Thus, we relate the l.h.s and r.h.s. of (4.3).
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To finish proof of proposition, it remains to show that F pxnq is invariant with
respect to changes of coordinates. We have the following

Lemma 4. For generic elements of the space of prescribed rational functions F pxnq P
Θ pn, k,Gzn

, Uq for an admissible Lie algebra, F pxnq are canonical, i.e., independent
on changes

zn`k ÞÑ rzn`k “ pρipziqqn`k , 1 ď i ď n` k, (4.5)

as local coordinates of zn and rzk, at points pn and rpk.

Remark 1. A generalization Lemma 4 for the case of a arbitrary smooth manifold
will be given in [Z].

Indeed, consider the vector

F prxnq “
“

F
`

gn,rzn drzipnq
˘‰

. (4.6)

Note that drzj “
n
ř

i“1

dzi Bziρj , Bziρj “
Bρj
Bzi

. By the definition of the action of

Autn Op1q
n , when rewriting drzi, we have

F prxnq “ Fpgn,rzn drznq

“ Rpρnq
“

F
`

gn, zn drzipnq
˘‰

“ Rpρnq

«

F

˜

gn, zn

n
ÿ

j“1

Bjρipnq dzj

¸ff

.

By using (3.3) and linearity of the mapping F , we obtain from the last equation

F prxnq “ F pgn,rzn drznq “
“

F
`

gn, zn dzipnq
˘‰

, (4.7)

with

Rpρnq “
”

pBJρipIq

ı

“

»

—

—

–

pBJρi1pIq
pBJρi2pIq
¨ ¨ ¨

pBJρinpIq

fi

ffi

ffi

fl

. (4.8)

The index operator J takes the value of index zj of arguments in the vector (4.7),
while the index operator I takes values of index of differentials dzi in each entry of the
vector F (4.6). Thus, the index operator ipIq “ piI , . . . , inpIqq is given by consequent
cycling permutations of I. Taking into account the property (3.3), we define the
operator

pBJρa “ exp

¨

˚

˚

˚

˝

´
ÿ

rn,
n
ř

i“1

riě1

rJ β
paq
rn ζr11 . . . ζrJJ . . . ζrnn BzJ

˛

‹

‹

‹

‚

, (4.9)

which contain index operators J as index of a dummy variable ζJ turning into zj ,

j “ 1, . . . , n. (4.9) acts on each argument of maps F in the vector F (4.6). Due to
properties of the Lie algebra G required by the definition 13, the action of operators
R pρnq on gn P G results in a sum of finitely many terms. In [BZF], it is proven
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Lemma 5. The mappings
ρnpzjq ÞÑ R pρnq ,

for 1 ď j ď n, define a representation of Autn On on Gn by

R pρ ˝ rρq “ R pρq R prρq ,

for ρ, rρ P Autn On.

Using Lemma 5, we then conclude that the vector F (4.6) is invariant, i.e.,

F prxnq “ F pgn,rzn drznq “ F pgn, zn dznq “ F pxnq.

The definition 11 of prescribed rational functions F pxnq P Θ pn, k,Gzn , Uq consists of
two conditions on F . The first requires the existence of positive integers βnmpvi, vjq
depending on vi, vj only, and the second restricts orders of poles of corresponding
sums. The insertions of Lie algebra k elements pgk, tpk

dtpk
q which are present in

definition 11 of prescribed rational functions keep functions F invariant with respect
to coordinate changes (4.5). Thus, the construction of spaces 12 is invariant under

the action of the group Autn`k Op1q
n`k. �

4.5. The bundle dual to WM . It is still possible to define a fiber bundle in the
dual formulation when the conditions on grading subspaces of Gpn

are missing. The

advantage of the dual (defined with respect to an appropriate form) fiber bundle W:

M

is that to define it we do not need to assume that the C-grading on Gpn
is bounded

from below or that the graded components are finite-dimensional. Nevertheless, we
have to assume that a Lie algebra G satisfies remaining conditions of subsection 4.1.
Introduce the canonical residue map

Res tpn
: tpn

ÝÑ Cn, (4.10)

with separate residues for each variable. Since the space of differentials Ωpn
on the

punctured discs Dˆ
pn

is already represented in the definition 1.1 of F ppnq, then the
the map (4.10) gives rise to a pairing

γ
´

W:

M |Dˆpn

¯

ˆ γ
´

WM |Dˆpn

¯

Ñ Cn,

η, µ ÞÑ Res tpn
pη, µq ,

for η P γ
´

W:|Dˆpn

¯

and µ P γ
´

W|Dˆpn

¯

belong to corresponding space of fibers. Using

this pairing, we obtain for each fiber µ of WM |Dˆpn
, a linear operator on WM |Dˆpn

given

by Res tpn

´

W:

M , µ
¯

. Thus, we obtain a well-defined linear map

W:

Dˆpn
: γ

`

WM |Dˆpn

˘

Ñ End
`

γ
`

WM |Dˆpn

˘˘

. (4.11)

For formal coordinates tpn
on Dˆ

pn
, a fiber µ “ fpxq of WM |Dˆpn

with gpn
P Gpn

with respect to the tpn
-trivialization, the map (4.11) is just xn. The geometrical

information contained in W:

M |Dˆpn
is equivalent to that of WM |Dˆpn

.

Proposition 1 provides us with a way how to, starting from an admissible infinite-
dimensional Lie algebra construct explicitly a fiber bundle WM over a smooth com-
plex curve M , with canonical sections Fppnq of WM |Dpn

and fibers with values in
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End pGpn
q for any collection of non-intersecting disks Dpn on M . Due to the as-

sumptions in the definition of an admissible Lie algebra, the filtration Gtpn ,ďm “
Àm

n“K Gtpn ,n, is preserved by Autn Op1q
n . Then it is possible to prove that the exact

sequences of Autn Op1q
n -modules

0 Ñ Gtpn ,ďpm´1q Ñ Gtpn ,ďm Ñ Gtpn ,m Ñ 0,

gives rise to an exact sequence of vector bundles

0 ÑWďpm´1q
M ÑWďm

M ÑWm
M Ñ 0.

5. Applications

In this section we list multiple applications of the notion of the bundle of prescribed
rational functions on complex manifolds [Fei, Wag, DiMaSe, TUY] in deformation
theory [Ma, BG, HinSch], and algebraic topology of foliations [Bott].

The fiber bundle associated to spaces of prescribed rational functions on domains
of arbitrary complex manifolds can be used in construction of generalizations of the
Bott–Segal theorem [BS]. As it was demonstrated in [Wag], the ordinary cohomology
of vector fields on complex manifolds turns to be not the most effective and general
one. In order to avoid trivialization and reveal a richer cohomological structure of
complex manifolds cohomology, one has to treat [Fei] holomorphic vector fields as a
sheaf rather than taking global sections. In analogy with the construction of [BS], the
cohomology of a foliation over a smooth complex curve M can be expressed in terms
of cohomology of a canonical complex pCnM , δ

n
mq for an auxillarly bundle WM of pre-

scribed rational functions with intrinsic action of δnm. Constructions presented in this
paper are also useful for purposes of cosimplitial cohomology [Wag] and computations
in the deformation theory of complex manifolds [Ma, Fei, HinSch, GerSch, Kod].

Prescribed rational functions approach is applicable to studies of cohomology and
characteristic classes of foliations of complex manifolds. In [Lo] a smooth structure
on the leaf space M{F of a foliation F of codimension k on a smooth manifold M
that allows to apply to M{F the same techniques as to smooth manifolds. In [Lo]
characteristic classes for a foliation as elements of the cohomology of certain bundles
over the leaf space M{F are defined. It would be interesting to develop also intrinsic
and purely coordinate independent theory of a smooth manifold foliation cohomology
involving bundles of prescribed rational functions.
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